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. -· 1 
Hem;i..ngway t s first short story, "Up in Michigany portrays the groWth 
and destruction of a young girl's r~1antic illusions about love through 
. -
her infatuation with and seduction b.Y an apparently gentle men who is 
really an insensitive brute. Hemingway explores this typically anti-
romantic theme in what appears at first glance to be straightforward :· 
·.• (, . . . . . . . . '• 
journalistic style. But the prose, like almost.everything else in this 
story, is deceptivep for lurking beneath the flat surface of its denotative 
l -
diction and simple syntax lie .. linguistic strategies and dynamically 
charged meanings through whose interplay the real disillusioning world 
of the story emerges. In thus concealing the inwarxi psychological 
phenomena of disillusion.'11ent withiJl_lingui.stic substructures which only 
release their meaning when seen as poetic forces playing agains-t each 
other beneath the narrative level, Heming\vay forces "form" to express 
the theme tha.t ap.P'3arance. is deceptive .. 2 
'•: ·:· 
G.mther Muller's defini"ci.on of ·11form 11 as a "progression of unified 
~etamorphoses 11_3 ~erves as a revelatory critical approach in Hemingway 
explication,4 . as it~ application to 11Up in Michigan11 will demonstrate., 
What matters in true poetry. says Mullert is not the asserted propositions, 
their correctness or validity, but the creation of images whose interplay 
permits the "wo:rldlt of the poem to emerge. l'his world consists of the 
timeless and placeless harmony of many dynamically charged meanings. 
The individual meaning. of a str11cture possesses poetic life only in the 
- ' 
fabric of the vlhole. Poetry delivers its message by language-formed 
images. The interaction of meanings conveyed by words, images and 
sentences is a process called 11formingo n · Muller sees the poem as a 
living intellectual organism vrhich grm1s and changes in very much the. 
2 
same. : manner as a plant does5 UJ?.til it reaches a point of stasis or 
consummation where no further change :is possible. Blt in the process 
of "becoming, II the poetic-creative natural force manifests itself in 
the genesis of the linguistic structure as "metamorphosis" or change 
brought about b.1 the interplay of parts and forces caused by the flow 
of language. These metamorphoses occur in progression, and when complete 
they fonn a unity. Thus the fonn of any truly poetic work is a ;erogre~s-:1&.!! 
2£. !Q1if~ ~~·. )'~uller identiftes some of .the linguistic 
strateg:\.es by which these metamorphoses come to light as rhythm of sounds, 
concepts, ideas, images, events and characterso 
11Up·.in Michigan," read as a 11poem 11 in Muller • s morphological sense, 
yields a rich harvest of meanings not apparent at first glance·o ~; A 
close examination of the semantic structure· emerging from the language 
body reveals process of disillusionment 11forming.,lf Tlu~ough odd juxtapos-
itions of words and manipulation of syntax the imaginative ideals of 
-the adolescent girl~ Liz~ merge l'Tith and are transformed by the realities 
. of physical sexuality. The story employs the formal elements of 
morphological linking. symbolic landscape, and disjunctive analogy as 
elements in the progression of unified metamorphoses which reveal the 
growth a11d shattering of Liz's romantic dream of love which occurs in 
a world that is basically deceptive, violent and cruelc, 
Liz's mental and physical impressions form the central concern of 
the story. Except. for one brief moment when the point of vievT sh:U'ts to 
Jim "'vhen he is drinking t-rhiskey, and the barrenness of his mental world 
fenetrates the richly imaginative world of Liz, the activities of the 
other characters come to us mediated through her consciousnesse The first 
metamorphosis occurs· :i.n: a _careful linld.ng of verbs which reveal, rather 
than describe, Liz's mental state in the process of undergoing changeo 
The verbs are all related, but are so llnked and transformed that they 
signal intensification of ilnaginat:i.ve feeling--a ki~ of self-secuction. 
At first~ as I shall show, a cluster of._the. verb !tlik<~n indicates the: 
superficiality of her fondness for Jim. As she becomes more involved 
in her fantasy, "like" changes to 11th.tnk about .. 1~ Finally she 11let herself 
. ' . . 
go, tt and .thuf.f 'COmpletely, loses· tou·ch tdth. x:ea.litYo : )3he.:· h~sl ccmpl~ted an 
ernotional arc from attraction to him through penetration of her consciousness 
by Jim, to a climactic release. of her. rationality. This thought sequence 
foreshado-vrs the physical sequence which is to follow •. 
Verbal tension carries the burden of the paradoxical nature of her 
·attitude. toward her approaching d:i.sillusionnient. which is both frightening 
and necessary. This tension occurs between the verbs 11frighten 11 and 11want; 11 
as the sexual act vrhich produces disillusionment approaches, the verb 
11be afraid" carries the burden of her apprehension, but as the conflict 
between desire and· fear intensifies,': juxtaposition of the verbs 11frightened 11 
and 11wantedtl dramatize her inward tensiono v1h~n tpisr·conflict. is resolved 
by seduotiol:f a 'cluster of verbs denoting phys:i.cal pain-... 11hurt11-.. J.ends 
psycholog:i.cal \V"eight to the painfulness of her disillusionment. Final~ 
her constru.ctive efforts to recapture her romantic dream and to conceal 
the sordid reality of a drunken Jim which had killed her illusion ·;a:ro 
discovered through the verbs "covered" and lltuckedo tt 
These four instances of morphological linking illustrate a progression 
of unified metwtorphoses which produces thematic resonance. A close look 
at the1n wi.ll show how linguistic strategy is constantly 11forrningll 
The growth of U.z 's romantic illusion is both bodied forth and 
4 
elevated .to symbolic significance by the expanding clus·ter of the verb 
"like u which occurs in this passage · at the be ginning of the story. Coming after 
Jim's: cursory notice of I..:i.z 1s physical attributes, Liz's sensitivity 
a.niL~expansi ve imagination emphasize the difference in their emotional 
'\>rorlds<>6 
Liz l:Uced Jim very much. She 1~ it the wai he 1-raliced over 
fromt:he.shop and often went to the kitchen door to watch for 
him to start dmm the roado She l:iked it about his mustache .. 
-She lllced it about how vThite his teeth v1ere when. he smiled .. 
She r:i.'i'<'ed it very much that he didn I t look like a blacksmith. 
She liked it hoH much D.- J.- Smith and Mrs .. Smith l:lked Jim.. · 
One d.a'Y""she found· that she J,ik~§. it the wa:y the · hair.l.ras black 
on his arms and how white they were above the tanned line when he 
washed ~p in th7 washbasin outside the house. ~ that made 
her .feel funny o . · . , . . 
The repetit:ton of the phrase 11she liked it11 produces a linguistic 
expat~ion that parallels Liz 1 s expancting. and growing emotion while 
simultaneous:t;Y underlining, through the use_ of the impersonal pronoun, 
the. unreal quality of her emotion. She is in love with the idea of 
love 5 the 11it." There a re, however, two important variations in this 
syntactic paj,tern, and they _both sound a warning of the danger to thi.s 
romantic emotion that lies ahead. She liked it Y!E:J!.. ill.,UC2.l:! that he 
didn't· .. look like a bla9kSmith. 11 The intensification of emotion produced 
by the qualifiers 11 very much~ 11 attached to a fact that is patently false, 
~erves to underline the danger in Liz_ 1s mental condition, and foreshadows 
the deeper deception into vThich her lo,7e will carry her. The second 
variation in this itshe l:U~ed it 11 pattern introduces a new· and strange 
sensation which occurs in juxtaposition 1-tith a change in the verb forlll 
from past tense to gerundive. "One day she found that she liked it 
the way the hair. was black on his arms and~~ i~~ ~above 
the tanned line ~ • • ~22L\ i~1~~ made her ~ fl2.12!1r• 11 This transformation 
is charged with important:~ submerged. niean:i.ng0 'l'he alteration in syntax 
accompanying her attraction to the vrhite hairs above the tanned line 
5 
on his arm signals both a particularization of her attention to the 
more intimate parts of his bodir (the change from "~ hair~ black" 
to "how r1hite ~l !I~'' and another intensification of emotion 
coupled 1-lith at.vakening awareness (11 how white they were 11 and 11~ fE_und 
that she liked it" )o 1_1J .. iki_n_ii th~t ~ hr;:r, ~. ~ .. 11 . What happens 
in tM.s last sentence. is that emotion progresses from a momentary 
sensation (~'liked") to a permanent state of feeling ( 11lildng11 ).. The 
. . . .. -
idea of com:rulsion emerges from the tone of the verb "made, 11 and the 
result of this mental violation of Liz t s emotional life by the idea 
or. Jim's. sexuality is to cause her to _tlfeeJ:·funny,." This forceful 
awakening of her sextial feeling again produces a tension in her that 
becomes more explicit ·later vrhen Jim physically seduces her. Blt the 
. process of seduct:'t.o11 has· already taken place through the manip.tlation 
of the linguistic patterns. In short, by the time the end of the 
passage is reached the meaning of 11liked it" has undergone a metamorphosis 
fran "superficial attraction" to 11desire 11 to "cohabit .. u The whole 
inward movement of the story from the impersonal abstract quality of 
rom~ntic love to the devastating force of 11 l:Udng 11 life in a sexual. 
encounter is co~tained here .. 
The tonal pattern of the linked verbs increases in complexity as 
·a subtle shift fr01n r11ike 11 to "thought about 11 sig11als the absorption of 
Liz 1s intellectual nature in what has up to this point been only a 
deepening emotional involvemento 11.All this time now Liz was thinking 
about Jim Gilmore!> II 11 Lildng11 merges: iri.t() "thinking al;>out.» a rilutat:ton that 
. . 
signals the subvers::i.on o:f.' her reason by her imag:i,nat1.ono That this 
·trend towar'd.·total.involvement of her personality has taken finn hold 
upon her will. as well as her reason, becomes established through the 
.metamorphosis of "thinking" into 11-vranted. 11 II Liz ~d to make something 
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sp;3cial for Jim to ~. 11 The sexual connotations could hardly be more 
explicit. Liz •s total personality--emotion, lntellect, and will-... now 
drives toward the goal of making so1nething special for Jim to "take." 
Jim will take it, but she will 11make 11 it; in other words ~Jhen Jira does 
seduce her it will be qecause of this process of self-sedti.ction:.~byy 
which.she has prepared herself for the taking. The three-fold progression 
of her seduction through emotion, intellect, and will; is mirrored by the 
linking and progression of various forms of the verb 11like, 11 11 think, 11 
and ~warrb. 11 
As Huller points out, the propositional content of the narr~tive 
statements is less significant in revealing the true meaning of the 
"poem" than :i.s a creative analys:l.s of the tonal play of linguistic forces. 
within the structure of the living work. The play of sexual force upon 
the naive romantic sensibility of this young girl which is released 
. through an analysis of linked and metamorphosed verbs coupled with 
syntactic ;·:lllanipulation for symbolic effect transcends any paraphrasible 
narrative content. This kind of structural stress, growth, and unity 
constitutes the 11fonning 11 or 11 becoming11 presence of the llpoetic ... creative 
natural force~ 11 
The poetic fo:rmi.ng of Liz 1 s disillusionment, through morphological 
linking continues as 11 thinkingtl becomes linked -vrith 11d:reaming0 " a 
juxtaposition·that emphasizes her growing alienation from reality., Her 
day dreruns become merged with her night drea.vns through the lin.1dng o£ 
"sleep11 and 11 thinking 11 in the phrase, 11She couldn •t-::, sleep well from 
thinking abmtt hil:no 11 . At this point a net.z- verbal mutation appears, 
"discover, 11 which is linked with "thinkinge 11 11 She discovered it was 
fun to think about lilin too., 11 This phrase constitutes another important 
7 
plateau in the linguistic landscape of the story, for the diction picks 
up and lntensifies in :i.magin;:;tton her -e~~l.:i:er. -d:i.SC9'1f0!"y t .through :sense 
perception o~ the hairs on Jim's anns, that liking Jim's masculinity 
made her II feel funny. 11 Just po\-T far she has progressed into the 
imaginative act of copllation can::.be judged from the intensification 
and progression of the diction and syntax in this daydreaming over 
that in the 11 real" observation. Then she 11found.~ 11 now she "discovers. 11 
Tha· word 11discovers 11 has important overtones for the future when Jim 
iri actuality 11discovers 11 or ~Ul'lCOvers 11 her., Blt she appeal"S here again 
as the agent of her own seduction by imaginatively "discovering" herself 
in her dream of Jim., '"1'one 11 produces reverberations of ·meaning in a 
vertical sense. in the context of the whole piece, that go beyond 
denotative .. significancE) of the phrase or word. In the earlier experience 
also~ her attachment was superficial, impersonal, and only emotional 
(t1liking ·that11 ) in contrast to the deep involvement of her entire being 
with the person of her ideal lover ( 11 to thj.nk about him 11 )., Then, too, . . -- ---
her emotion. was new, equivocal. and involuntary ("made her feel funny 11 ). 
Now, in her imagination, it is habitual, unequivocal. and voluntary ( 11it 
was fun 11 ). 
The irony of her situation appears in the phrase 11 J.f she let herself 
go it 't-¥as better., 11 Here her impending sexual involvement i.s clearly 
foreshadm.,red by the verb 11let o • • go. II Later on she lets herself go 
in a physical sense" when "something clicked inside. hel'e" B.lt the verbs 
picture not on]Jr her physical conquest by Jim bUt also the conquest of 
her rationality and will 1:zy" her imaginat1.ono The structure pursues the 
dream-like quality of her consciousness at this point as well as her 
hopeless confusion o.f mind by a kind of linguistic probing culminating 
8 
in t.he statement that "it was all ~xed £E in a ~·about !.!.Qi sleeE~ 
and }:~.B:Jd.l !,!?t ~}.ee..-e~" tt Sh~? is unable to distinguish between her 
dreams and reality; she is confused about her dream of romance arrl the 
reality of her sexuality. Only in her dream l'Torld is it better if she 
lets herself go 0 When :the physical reality t.hat she is moving toward 
in her lmaginat:l.on actually arrive~, it l-rill shatter her drean1-world 
forevero Thus,•the'::theme that emerges from the ·linguis'tic structure or 
this passage is ·that dreams tend toward fulfillment in disillusioning 
experience. The irony here comes from the tension produced within the 
verb 11 let herself go" by forcing it.to carry the romantic overtones of 
Liz 1 s dream world l<Th:Ue at tl~e same time making i:t foreshadm-1 the 
··physical act w·hich will destroy that illusiono 
7Az 's romance reaches its. imag:i.native height during Jim's absence 
On the hunt.ing trip., . rn1e11 he returns the lWrld of imagination gradually 
begins to tilt back toward :reality.. Althou-gh the linguisti.c strategy 
now_clearly signals a changed relationship between Jim and Liz, she does 
not immediately perceive this neH aligrJlllent of personal forces because 
she is still living partia.l:cy in her dr0~n 1-1orld.. The· linguistic 
phenomenon that-; signals this altered relationship between Jim and Liz 
is the appearance of dialogue. ·For the first time in the story Jim 
speaks to Liz. The bridge from Jim 1 s physical w·orld 'l~o Liz Is :ideal one 
is built with audible words., Contact has been made betHeen them., This 
contact is intensified through thematic equivalency of disparate meanings 
. by tonal ;:tnd syntactic prox:\.mity, By the device of juxtaposi-cion of the 
two statements, 11Mrs •. Smith kissed D'* Jo and he hugged her,u and 11 Jim 
said, 1 Hello, Liz, 1 and grinned, 11 Jim. 1 s verbal greeting gathers t\p the 
thematic significance of the Smiths' physical embrace .. Irony heightens 
9 
the new reality: 11 Liz hadn 1t knom. Wiat:. would happen when Jim got back 
but whe was sure it would be somethingo Nothing had happened. 11 Actually, 
of course, everything had "happened. 11 In her confusion about dreams and 
reality, Liz misinterprets the facts. From now on the action moves out 
of the rea.J.JU of "thinking" to 11happening. tt 
Imagination merges more firmly with physical action in the erotic 
diction of the following sentences describing events after dinner: 
"She ·was thinking about him hard and then Jim came .out, 11 and 11 she could 
feel him breathing and then he pat his ams around her • 0 0 but she 
thought 1he 1s come to me finally. He's really cOm.eo '" l'his is the 
first time Liz has ever thought about JjJn 11 ha~." There is more than a 
suggestion here that Liz's thought is ta.l<:ing on a material quality; in 
fact hovering in this dream state is her physical ravishment, as the 
erotic connotations of words and phrases indicate. Somehow, however, 
the shift from thought to action must occur in the same manner that the 
imaginative world appeared, through morphological linld.ng, :i.f the 
progr~ss:i.on of metamorphoses is to continue its organic develollllent and 
remain unified, The syntax: accomplishes this modulation by combining 
the verb "thi.nk 11 1dth actual physical contact by Jim; then the transition 
is complete., l.i.z doesn't 11think 11 any moreo The prose picks up new 
verbs P 11 frightened, 11 . "wanted, 11 and 11hurt, 11 but the old verbs describing 
her imag:i.nation do not reappeax·. They vanish, along with her innocence. 
The remainder of the story portrays the destruction of Liz 1s 
romantic idealism and her attempt to reconstruct her dream. One of the 
themes, as Liz moves·out of romanticism into realism, is the conflict 
between her fear of sexual passion and her increasingdesire for it • 
.Another theme is that of the physical and mental pain that accompanies 
10 
her disillusionmento The poetic-creative force, pulsing through the 
flovT of language, forces . syntax and diction to ·fonn a rapid series of 
metamorphoses as romance yields to pain, causing disillusionment which 
rapidly moves to•.rard nihilism; The final resolution occurs when 
romanticism opposes nihiiism and.results in a realistic synthesis • 
.At this point the story ends because. no further metamorpho.sis is possible. 
Language strategy e~ploys both syntax and _dictj.on to reveal _Liz 1s 
psychological processes as her desire for sexuaL experience battles 
successfully against her fear. The diminishing force of the adverbs 
modifying "frightened" until they finally disappear altogether mirrors 
Liz 1s withdrawal from fear. vJhen Jim f.irst put his a.rn1s around her 
"Liz l-Ias :terrib~ frightened, no one had ever touched her, but she thoughtp 
1He 1s really come. ' 11 The next time .. 11frightened 11 occurs 11 terribly11 has 
d:Uitinished to 11 so11 ·:: 11She held herself stiff because she was .1!2 frightened 
and did not know anything else to do., 11 The next 11frightened 11 stands 
alone: ·11She was frightened~ 11 When Jim becomes 1uore aggressive, fear 
reasserts some of its former strength. and the diction faithfully reflects 
this movement of her mind: 11 She was Y2!1l. frightened and didn 1t know 
how he ~ras going to go about things, but she snuggled close to him. tt 
Not. only .do the weakening ad 'Verbs telegraph her: J.esserrl.ng .fear, but the 
clauses .following the verb 11fear 11 indicate another psychological 
progression-... frOtu paralyzed thought, thro1.1gh contemplated action on 
Liz's part, to a shifting of fear and responsibility from herself to 
Jim. First "she thougQ:!:., 11 then "she did not know anything else ~ £2.," 
finally 11 she did not ·know ho-vr h2_ was going to _g£ about things , but she 
::mugg1ed ·closer .. " This physical action, "snuggled closer," again bridges 
the gap betvreen thought and act and symbolizes the psychological surrender 
ll 
that preceded it. Syntax too is constantly "forming. tt Fear diminishes, 
and desire gains the ascendancy, as· the syntax: of the following two 
sentences, juxtaposed, discovers: . 11 She was frightened, but she wanted 
it. She had to .have it, but it frightened her. 11 By intensifying the 
form of her desire and -inverting the syntax of the second sentence so 
that 11She had· to have it11 is promo~ed from second to first. clause, the 
natural--linguistic force reveals the final overcoming of fear by desire. 
The ·transformation in the syntax of she and it pronouns reinforces~ this 
movemento 
· From the moment that Jlm first touches her· to_ the moment of her 
0 
physical ravi.shment and Jim's subsequent drunken stupo~, Liz experiences 
an intensification of paino This increasing physical and mental pain 
finds linguistic form in a cluster of words which expresses variations 
on the theme of hurting. When Jim kissed her, for example, 11 It 1-1as such 
a sharp, aching 0 hurting feeling. 11 The physical conswmnation was painful: 
"Ii hurts· so .. 11 Her greatest pain came when' she realized that Jim was 
drunk: "He had hurt her." But this hur·t. carries a double meaningo 
Not only had the act of intercourse been painful physically, but the 
sudden realization ·tha:t. Jim had not shared in her romantic illusion 
caused her mental suff.eringo Liz had been lying on the hard, splintery, 
cold planks of the dock just as the 11 beauty 11 of. a buck ~rim had killed lay 
cold and stiff in the back of the ivagon. The realization that she meant 
no more to him than a hunting trophy "killed 11 her emotionall.vo 
' All disill.usionme!lt is painful, but it mu.st come; and the language 
str~tegy of this story employs various devices to underline this large 
central theme. The psychological to physical to psycho-physical movement. 
of the disillusioning experience can be observed in the previous analysis 
l2 
of diction and syntax. First Liz 1s dream world expands until her romantic 
illusion conquers her total personality0 Then the movement toward disillusion-
ment begins as Liz moves outward aw~ from fear of physical penetration, . . 
to ovenrhelming desire for it, '.to_ painful·expe:rience of: it. Finally 
the movement is inward again as Liz's physical pain is transmuted into 
.. 
mental anguish for her lost innocence. The pain, however, does not 
become totally inward, because it manifests itself physically, 11She was 
crying. 11 From now on her task will be to maintain some kind of ~quilibrium 
between total disillusionment brought about b,y brute fact in a physical 
universe and total illusion of an ideal world. Liz must achieve the 
realistic compromise that life demandso 
The inevitability of Liz's encounter with Jim and her cooperation 
in her ow-n seduction has a.lready been alluded to. Jim underlines the 
inevitability of their action by dialogue in which he speaks of ~ 
compJ.lsion and then modifies his statement to include L.i.z 's participation 
in the pre-d.etermined act; 11.;!; got to. ll going .too You know¥..!!. got too It 
In spite of all her protestations that he mustn't and that it isn't 
right, her previous thoughts and actions confirm the truth of Jim's 
statement of naturalistic determi.nism" ~is act in all of its physical 
and metaphorical inevitability and painfulness is bigger than both of 
them, as Liz •s- cry~ 11 0h~ it 1s so £i.£ and it ~'! so, 11 reveals. Here 
at the crucial mcr.ment of consummation, dialogue conveys the larger 
meaning of their physical intimacy, just as earlier when Jim first spoke 
to Liz after returning from the hunt, dialogue served as the thematic 
equivalent of a physical embrace. 
L.i.z 's new existential peril emerges from a linguistic matrix which 
contains juxtaposition of sentences describing both her physical act, 
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vTalking to the edge of the dock to look down into the water, and the 
state of emotional emptiness to which this act corresponds. The diction 
and syntax also assume definite symbolic shape. 11 She walked over to 
' 
the edge of the dock and looked down to the water. 11 Her . pain brings 
her to the ·edge of the .dock • just as her psychic pain has brought her 
to the edge of despair, and she looks into the niidlistic force of 
nature, symbolized by the water •. For Hemingway, as_ for many existentiaiists~ 
. . 
the forces of nihilism are not siJ.npl.y passive, but actively destructive. 
hence the 11mist 11 is represented as 11 coming up from the pil_vo n · Liz· has 
experienced the nadir of life • complete disillusionment: nshe was cold 
and miserable and everyt,hing felt gone., 11 She has gone. as low as she can 
can go .without plungi.ng into the water, the destructive element. 
Having progressed from romanti9ism to disillusionment through a 
series of morphological linkings and syntactic manipulations, the poetic. 
creative force achieves final metamorphosis through a series of symbolic 
acts by which IJ.z achieves existential synthesis of the physical and 
ideal l-lorlds. From her nadir of despair Liz turns her back on the water 
and begins to try to reconstruct her ideal world of romantic love. "She 
walked back to JiJ.n. 11 She is .returning to the· 1-10rld of J~fe and effort., 
She speaks to Jim, tries to awaken that i-rhich had died,. Failing this, 
she covers him ldth her coat--the first step toward recovering her 
illusion. She SJ,'lllbolically conceals the harsh reality of the situation 
with her own feminine idealism.. Then she tucks him in--a recurrence 
of' an earlier domestic theme. Finally she walks back up the road, to 
return to her bed and to her world of j.maginative dreams. But a "cold 
·mist 11 is rising t·rom the baye The niM.listic force, not having been able 
to COillpletely destroy her, vlill at least continue to p.J.rsue ·her0 remind:l.ng 
- -;;. - _-,_-- ~-- -------~~:_. ~ ---'o -
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her that her compromise is an unstable one. Her romantic illusion will 
be permanent~ and continuously altered and threatened b.1 the mist from 
the bay. She may mend her world, but pain and disillusionment must now 
color it t·Tith harsh tones. Lost innocence cannot be regained$ 
The symbolism of this final scene has a counterpoint interpretation 
which is 'so obvious that it must not be omittedo Jim, or brute fact. 
has altered Liz 1s world, but she has not exactly left his 1-1orld untouched 
either. Jim lying dead drunk ·on the. hard planks of the dock after 
intercourse with Liz, Liz lifting his head and .shaking it, Liz kissing 
him tenderly on the cheek, and L:lz possessively covering him with her 
coat wake images of the big buck lying dead on the hard boards of the 
wagon 0 covered with the hunter's burlap.. Liz, the hunter, has bagged 
her quarry • and Jil'!l. will have to .achieve his own existential compromise 
with Liz •s domesticating and shaping ideali.smo This kind of symbolic 
ambiguity exemplifies the .interplay of.' parts and forces caused by the 
flow of language which G.lnther Muller calls 11forming, n and which is 
evidence that the creatj.ve natural force is present in the lingu:i.stic 
st.ructureo 
The ambiguity referred to above heightens the focus of the story, 
through contrastt on the main theme: the destruction of romantic 
illusion.. Hemingway also supports and enhances t:he disillusionment 
theme· by using the formal device of repetition to convey an atmosphere 
.of deception throughout the story. Nothing is as it seems in Liz's \fOrld. 
Jim's appearance is deceptive, 11 He did not look like a blacksmith." 
The post-office~ the center of couununication, has a "high false front. II 
The boats on the .lake 11didn '~ seem to be moving at all, n but they 
disappeared when Liz st.op1::ed looking at themo Jim was deceptive in his 
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attitude toward Liz. 11 He didn 1t seem to notice her much .. u :Blt he 
obviously noticed her a great deal. Af.'ter the hunt, having drunk the 
whiskey, the men were "feeling hilarious, but acting very respectable." 
Everyone and everything in this story gives a false appearance a Even 
Liz was 11 pretending to ·read a book, but thinking about Jim. n Jjm tells 
Liz to 11 come on for a walk, 11 but he has something more than a walk ·in 
mind. This progression of unified metainorphoses gives to the very 
texture of the story a feeling of falseness, an atmosphere of deception, 
lvhich provides resonance for the sounding of t~e .central theme of 
~~illusionment. 
~nbolic landscape re-inforces, on yet another levelt the deceptiveness 
of apt~a~ances by showing that the naturalistic force .of sex lurks just 
. under the surface of civilize~ morality. A close examination of 
Heroingw~ 1 s description of the tmvn and terrain reveals a consistent . 
symboli&1a. The post office has a false front; communication cannot be 
trusted. The five houses are in a big grove of elm trees; elms and 
groves are both traditional symbols of sexual· license and passion, and 
thei.r .presence in the town indicates that 11respectable 11 · men and uomen 
live in the midst of naturalistic. sexual passion. Three times Hendngtvay 
mentions that the road i~ sandy; twice he mentions that it is steep, and 
that it runs do1m the hill, through the timber, another phallic symbol» 
· to the bay l-Thich is the active nihilistic force~ 9 1'his steep sandy road 
is the one that J:hu and Liz take down to the dock that night when Liz 
.loses her innocence. Since the church, or moral rectitude, is "up" the 
road, and the school, or secular knowledge, is "down," it seems obvious 
that this steep sandy road . represents the path of life o Uncertain and 
shifting Ulrlerfoot., it carries Liz and Jim away from church, downward 
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through the grove via the school to the bay. Facing the school is the 
blacksmith shop. painted a symbolically sensual. redo · F~ from being the 
peaceful landscape it apfears at first glance, this landscape ·is charged 
·with symbols of eros, power, . and nihilism.· 'l'he emotional symbolism 
underlying what appears to be an unusually objective, detailed description 
of the physical setting sets in motion an undercurrent of falseness 1>1hich 
~tlls Liz's ideal world under its denotative surfaceo 
A more subtle kind of linguistic i'onning can be observed through 
·analysis of certain kinds of -.imagery lvhich seem to be linked analogically 
· with disparate objects or· actions else-v1here in the story. This lldisjunctive 
analogy" links Jim's hunting and fishing activities to sexual conquest 
and violence: 11In the evenings he read~~ !ll~.22. and the Grand 
Rapids papar by the lamp in the front room or ivent out spearing fish in 
the bay with a· jacklight with D.. J. Smith. ll What really is. being revealed 
about Jim here is the murderous egotistical nature of his. night ... ti.me 
act:i.vitieso 11Spearing fish in the bay, 11 in the light of what Jim later 
does, becomes a disjunctive analogy to "seducing Liz· on the dockw It The 
newspaper, Jim 1 s source of intellectual nourisr.ll11ent.~ fittingly is called 
the Toledo ~· Likew'j.se when J:irrt pulls the burlap sacks of the deer 
in the vragon uhat he is really doing0 by analogy, is 1-ulling the dress 
off Liz •. The dead deer lying on the boards of the wagon, as has already 
been mentioned, becomes by analogy both Liz lying on ·the hard boards of 
the dock, covered by Jim, her romance killed P and Jim lying stiff and 
cold on the boards of the dock, covered by Liz's coat, a trophy of her 
"hunting skill." 1'he most elaborate analogy occurs just before the 
hunters leave: 11 Liz !T.ante_q to ~ ~J2!Jl~!l~ ~~C?kl: for ~Tim toq~ but 
she didn't finally because she rms ~~ ~ ~ ~~· §.m.?-:t:.l! for the ~ru.'~ 
---- .,...,__- ---~ ---- ___ __;-__ _ 
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and flour and afraid if she bought them Mrs. Smith would catch ~ cook.t~o 
---~ ------------
It would have been all right with Mrs .. Smith but~~~·" The 
three occurrences of "afraid 11 together with 11wanted. 11 11to make, 11 and 11for 
J:Un to ~~~ link this passage metaphorical]Jl· and by analogy to Liz's 
struggle with fear of and desire for sexual experience with Jim. . What 
Liz, by analogy $1 really wanted was .for Jim to 11take 11 her. B.tt this . 
experience ~rould involve a kind of preparation of herself on the subject 
of sex--the reference to 11eggs and flour 11 could hardly be lllore explicit~ ... 
which Mrs. Smith, the 11mother11 and married woman could have provided., 
Liz's fear of Mrs., Sraith's·:suspicion keeps her, ironically, from asking 
for knowledge which that tolerant lady would willingly have given her. 
but it is not strong enough to keep her from receiving that carnal 
knowledge from Jim in painful .experience for -vrhich she was consequently 
unprepru.•ed. The potential mean..i.ng of the whole story lies folded j_n this 
analogy waiting for the creative force to form the various linguistic 
structures -vrhich will open i.t out into fullness. 
After the men return from the hunting trip a disjunctive analogy 
appears which, because of the unique point of vie1-r it introduces, symbolizes 
the anti-roniantic consciousness which penetrates and destroys Liz's 
romantic sensibility: 11 J:iln took a long pull OI'l his Hay back to the house. 
• I) o It 't-Ias hard to lift such a big jug up to drink out of it. IJ.?!n~ of 
~ !!hi~ E.?-E ~~ £!! h~ ~1.1 ~.1110 The spilled whiskey becomes 
an analogy:. here for the objectification of Jin1 1s thoughts .. in action. For 
after Jim spills the whiskey on his shirt front, the point of view shifts 
so that momentarily. we are inside his head experiencing his perception of 
phenomena: "Jim began to feel great. He loved the taste and feel of 
tvhiskey. He Has glad to be back to a comfortable bed and warm food and. 
the shop., He had another drink." It is a meager world compared to Liz's 
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richly imaginative one. She does not exist as a person anywhere in Jim's 
world of objects and sensations. Later in the evening she. will come into 
Jim's world briefly, but as an erotic ,?,bject, not as a pers.on. Earlier· 
in the story Jnn's consciousness regarding Liz had flickered momentarily 
into view: "Jim noticed that ~ ~ was always neat behind. He liked 
her face because it was so jolly but ~ ~~ i..ll2~gh~ !ill.O£!:. ~·" Jim 
is more than: a physical male brute. His perceptions symbolize a world 
view that is empirical, naturalistic, determi~istic, anti-romantico. 
. r 
People, in tlus vievr, exist as objects to be manipUlated. but not as 
human beings with dignity and personality •. This naturalistic world of 
brute force and primal urges penetrates Liz's ~1orld of ideal sentiment 
and love when Jim the 11blacksmith11 (even the name is ironic) pounds her 
on the dock. Th~ whiskey spilled on Jim's shirt is the linguistic technique 
by which meaning--the theme of Jim's thoughts spilling over into external 
action, or the larger theme of raw fact and naturalistic determinism 
threatening idealism and romantic individualism with annihilation--becomes 
objectified by langtlage-formed imageso 
11Up in Michigan, 11 analyzed by Muller 1s principles .of creative 
morphological criticism, discloses an intric~te web of formal devices 
reacting with each other to achieve a richness of meaning. that transcends 
the normal capabilities of logical syntax and vThich continues to expand 
and develop as long as 11forming 11 continues. That the same morphological 
approach willl'lork 1'1ith other Hemingvuzy short stories has already been 
demonstrated by Louis leiter's articlet refei·red to iri a previous 
footnote, explicating 11 0n the Quai at Smyrnao 11 If Hemingway's prose 
has irrleed been formed by the poetic-creative natural force which Muller 
and Coleridge contend is the 11shaping11 spirit inherent in true poetry, 
-~------ - -------------~---.--~-·-
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not on~ his short stories, but his novels as well, should yield 
psychological and philosophical insights in response to.morphological 
probing. Where the truly creative spirit does not inform the work, as 
is the case with many imitations of Hemingw~, the progression of unified 
metamorphoses which is the-~roof of the creative spirit's presence simp~ 
would not appear. .All that rem~ins in ·such works after analysis are th~ · 
dr,r husks of Hemingw~-like journalistic prose which lesser minds have 
mistaken .for the essential Hemingway style. · 
The implications of Muller's theory of morphological poetics as a 
critical approach to certain kinds of prose outside the Hemingtvay canon 
are promising. :&\dora Welty's story 11 Powerhouse, 11 for ex~ple, though 
at the opposite pole .from Hemingway 1 s stories in terms of action11 utilizes 
the ordinary diction and 11 careless 11 syntax that seem to conceal deeper 
meanings within an organic pattern.. Even Jane .AUsten's ~ contains 
clusters of verbs ·and nouns that seem to achieve the symbolj.c 11forming 11 . 
quality of Hemingw~ 1 s realistic prose style. Perhaps a morphological 
look at other ironic naturalistic writers such as Fitzgerald, Steinbeclc, 
or even 'l'homas Mann would disclose poetic gold in the prosaic ore. 
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Footnotes 
lErnest Hemingway, 11 Up in Michigan," from The Short Stories of 
~rneJ!.t. ~j.pm_ax._ (New York: Scr.ibner 1 s, 1938), pp:-Br.:Bb."" All quotations 
are from this editiono 
2nup in Michigan" Se€Jms~:to;,have: .. escapediextens:tve .ctit~.9U~ 
noticeo The only commentaries I have seen are those of Harry lBvin, · 
"Observations oi1 the Style of Ernest. Hemingway, 11 !I.£~i!!f@5Y; .eEi .ill:! Crill£!, 
edo Carlos Baker(l\1e\i York: Hill and Way, 1961) pp., 93 .. 11.5; Michael F •. 
Moloney, 11Ernest Hemingway: '!'he Missing· Third Dimension, 11 .llemip~l§.Y !!n4. 
His Critics, (New York: Hill and Way, 1961)~ pp. 180-191: R. w. ·Lewis, 
jjeiP~~ ·on I:t2Y2. (Austin: Univ:rsity of Texas Pl"ess, 196.5), pp. 4-.5; 
Joseph De Falco, _!he li~ ·.?-.n ~~§X~t'~~ pt~ (Pi.t.tsburgh: 
Uni.versity of Plttsburgh Press, 1963), .p • .55; Carlos Balcer, ~~: · 
The \vriter as Artist (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 19.52), p. 13.5; 
P11i1ipYoUn·g, ~fn'E)~t Jle&I~ (University Pa:t~k':: .·~nnsylvq.nia State 
University·Press, 196b), pp. 179 .. 180• All of. these authors mention the 
· story only in passing. I.ev·in attributes what he calls 11the parGtdox., of~:, 
toughness and sensitivity11 in Hemingway to the fact that he is a poet. 
Levin:· also traces the influence of Gertrude Stein on 11Up i.n Miohigano" 
Moloney finds a.pre-conoeived poetic pattern in Hemingw-ay's 11illiterat.e 
pose, 11 i'Oints. to omnipresent symbolism in Hemingway's prose as ~vidence 
of poetic consciousness of man's spiritual nature despite Hemingway's 
denials. Baker, De Falco, and leHis see 11Up in }iichigan11 as a ·sY'mbolic 
if not allegorical affirmation of transcendent psychological or · 
philosop~ical themes. For Baker the story is an example of the paradoxical 
11 attrcnction-rep.1.lsion phenomenon that centers around male virility and 
'H'hich seems to be the axis around which the story of wornankincl revolves. It 
De 'b'alco considers it as a story about sexual initiation of an adolescent 
.into the world of adulthood: 11 0nce her girlish notions of romance are 
reduced to mere animal experience. she is cast adrift into the adult 
world of contingencyo 11 I.ev1is finds in the story an illustration of the 
tr:i.umph of ~ love. over ~; Her gesture of care in-wrapping Jim 
in her coat gives us hopa for survival in an unromantic -vrorld. Her 
gesture represents the kind of love that Heming11ay 1s. he1•oes often have·: 
. it is the ~ that outl.:tves. the. ~·II Philip Young says that the 
story :l.s ubout what life is like in our time : 11 l;U'e ~ :. :o :·in our century 
is violent~ b:rutalp pa:l.nful., 11 All of these critics cgnfirrifmy thesis. 
that, underneath the:: p.>.i."~d~ diction·· and elemental syntax of Hemingtvay 1 s 
prose larger meanings are concealedo 
.3o.mther Muller, "Morphological. Pootj.cs ~ n Reflections on Art • 
edo s. K. Langer.; ( Ox.ford :: Oxfo:t·d. University PresS71.9b"i)7.PP7"202 ... 228o 
4The. ~nly critic I have discovered who uses a morphological approach 
to explication of Hemingway is Louis leiter, IINeural Projections in . 
Hemingt1~.y 's ~ ~)n the Quai at Sn~na,' 11 §J.~di~~- ~ Sh_o~~:t fic~i011,. 3, No~ 2., (1968).i. 
199 ... 206,. . 1'..e1.ver show-s how structure .and .. tone· ~r-1. this~ ,s:t.ory- express. mear,ii.ng throu 
a sevenu•fold progression and intensification of the effects of' war on 
a sensitive persono 'l'he intense horrors of war in the f:i.rst three scenes 
forces what he calls a "reversal" in the final four episodes wh:\.ch 
protects the narrators 1 s emotions from suc:h neural bombardment. Understatement 
and irony~ the dontinant tones of thc1 story work together ivith the structural 
reversal to protect the narrator's etuotional receptorso I am indebted 
to Dr"· l:Bj.ter for this critical analysis which ts one: o:e 'tho .vrorks of 
cri~ic~sm uhich sparked my o:vz: interest in this kind of an approach to 
Hemin~.;ayo He has taken a s1nalar approach to another author in his 
,, 
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"A Reading of Isaac Babel's 'Crossing into Pola~'" Studies!!! §h..~ 
Fict~, ), Noo 2 .(1968), 199.;..206., 
~ller comes very close to Coleridge:~s conception of "organic 
form" whj_ch, he says, is 11innate; it shapes as it develops itself from 
within, and the fullness of its developnent is one and the same vdth the 
perfection of its outward form. 11 The poet, says Coleridge, directs 
II self -conscious:cy • a power and an :implicit wisdom ~ :thai.J E_on,sc~_smspes~o 11 
(Italics mine )o Quotation from Samuel Taylor Coleridge, "Mechanic and 
Organic Form," ~.llirl-12.!!. lli> .. Pia_ntic ~0 edo David Perkins {1-.lew York: 
Harcourlo Brace and World 0 19b7J P Po .500. Both men share '·'the viel-1 of 
Goethe:··that there is in nature a p.1rposive creative force 1-rhich manifests 
itself in various forms., Since poetl''Y is a product of intellectual nature, 
it shares this vital p.lrposive force j that is. in a ·sense a·' poem possesses 
a life of :i.ts Oiffi which confol,ns to laws· of its ovmo 'l'he. morphological 
· ·. criM.c must discover, through crea.tive analysis, the poetic laws which 
operate in a ~ticu1,?.r; tvork . e.nd which manifest themselves in 11forming~ 11 
through a progression of unified metamorphoses, · the Horld of the poemo 
'l'his is vrh;rt says MuLler, it is futile to try to judge a work by. any 
-classic or objective standal~e You cannot call a fish a failure b~cause 
it is not. a mru.1o 
6Notice, too, here the alternation of her consciousness between the 
ver,y -personal detail of his b~ and the more general and abstract observations 
of his appearance as a social be:i.ngo First she notices hm-r he vTalks, 
his mustache) ·his white teetho Then she seems to p1ll back from this 
very personal, almos·t physical, 11 contact11 l'Ti.th him and notices such 
things as his job and his social standing with the Smithso Put she is 
drawn irresistibly back'·to his pody; she notices his hairy~'arms.,.~the 
most intimate observation pf' allo This oscillation of attention bet'Vmen 
the personal and the social reflects the same conflict that is going on 
in the verbal tensiono 
7uemingtoray t .212• .£!1 .. ~ Po 81. 
Bseveral commentators have rnenM.oned Heraingt-ray's connection with 
existentialismo John Killinger, Jl£.~~ 2!!..1 th~ ~c!, ~ (University 
of Kentucky: University of Kentucky Press. 1960), makes the strongest 
and most recent case for the fact that .. Hemingv1ay 1-1as an existentialisto 
. 9In another Hemin&'1-Tay story, 11 Big 'I'wo ... Hearted River," the swamp 
functions symboB.cally in the same way the road does here. 
1°The onanistic-narcissistic :iillagery here also reinforces Jim 1s 
inability to make love t.o a person. 
